
Wine Travels For You
Viale della libertà 12 - Italy
Tel. +39 0577 846021 
info@winetravelsforyou.com

Description

Car rental

Move around freely with a rental car for an independent vacation, deciding about your
time table and schedule.

Pass by long rows of vineyards and olive groves, cross romantic villages  or take the road along
the Francigena pilgrim path and reach the coast  of the crystal clear sea.  Drive calmly deciding
when and where to stop. So your car will become your ideal travel companion.

Live your travel experience discovering the most fascinating places and hidden
treasures

Includes

The price includes the car,  the cleaning of the vehicle, the insurance of the vehicle. Fuel is not
included.

We will provide the car with full fuel and must be returned with full. In case the vehicle is
returned uncompleted, the customer will be charged the cost of the missing part of fuel.

Price does NOT include:

Transfer to the accommodation – Fuel - Fines or damage to vehicles - What not mentioned in
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"The price includes”

 

Conditions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The hirer must be of age and has to have a valid identity document and driver licance
The vehicle can only be drive by people named in the agreement.
Any infringement of the civil, criminal and traffic codewill be at charge of the subscriber
of the agreement.
The vehicle must be returned on the scheduled day; failure of deliver will involve an
extra day of charge
Rental price does not include: fuel, parking, any fine.
The hirer must check the general status of the vehicle before taking it and must return it
in the same good conditions.
Redelivery of the vehicle must take place where agreed. 

Cancellation policy:

Booking can be cancelled without any fee within 48 hours before the departure sending an
email or a fax; otherwise a rental day cost will be charges.

 

Price

Price per day € 85,00

Information

CAR AT YOUR ACCOMMODATION

We also offer the service of transport our rental car to your accommodation all over the province
of Siena. This allows our customers to book a Vespa and receive it at ones’ accommodation or
in any other location.
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